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JUDGMENT

DLAMINI J       

[1] This an application for leave to appeal my judgment that I handed down on 19

October   2022.

[2] It is common cause that when the matter came before me, the parties agreed

that only the point  in limine  of res judica should be argued as this will the

effect of disposing the matter without dealing with the merits thereof.

[3] The numb of the issue was whether Judge Motojane had already made a

ruling dismissing a similar application seeking the same ordes against  the

same parties under case number 2018/ 16715. Justice Matojane dismissed

this application with a punitive costs order. Instead of appealing Matojane J’s

order, the applicant brought the same application before me under a different

case number. 

[4] It  is  trite  that  for  an  application  for  leave to  appeal  to  be  successful  it  is

required  of  the  parties  seeking  such  leave  to  demonstrate  that  there  are

reasonable prospects that another Court will come to a different conclusion to

that reached in the judgment that is sought to be taken on appeal.

[5] The provisions of section 17 of the Supreme Court Act has now elevated the

test to be applied for granting of leave to appeal. The use of the word “would”

when  considering  the  prospects  of  success  in  section  17  (1)(a)(i)  ,  now

imposes a more stringent and vigorous threshold. 



[6] I have read the heads of argument and heard and submissions  both parties .

[7] It  is  my  considered  view  there  is  no  ambiguity  in   Motojane  J’s

judgment  ,unless  it  is  reviewed,  appealed  and  set  aside,  the  judgment

remains valid and should be  followed. It is therefore impermissilble for the

applicant,  to  enroll  the  same  application  under  a  different  case  number

instead of appealing Matojane’s order.

For all the reasons stated above and in my judgment, I make the following order:

ORDER

The application for leave to appeal is dismissed with costs
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DLAMINI J
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